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Shakespeare knew like few others how to dramatize the gossipy lives of kings. More importantly, he knew that just because it was
history, that didn't mean it was boring. Today, however, Shakespeare's histories can be a bit of a drudge to plow through. Let
BookCaps help with this modern translation of the classic history play. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare,
then BookCaps can help you out. This book is a modern translation of Richard II. The original text is also presented in the book,
along with a comparable version of both text. We all need refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram
for that big final, or someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company, and
are adding titles every month.
Contains the unabridged text King Lear as published in Volume XVII of Tkhe Caxton Edition of the Complete Works of William
Shakespeare.
Merchant of Syracuse, plead no more; I am not partial to infringe our laws: The enmity and discord which of late Sprung from the
rancorous outrage of your duke To merchants, our well-dealing countrymen,Ñ Who, wanting guilders to redeem their lives, Have
seal'd his rigorous statutes with their bloods,Ñ Excludes all pity from our threat'ning looks. For, since the mortal and intestine
jars 'Twixt thy seditious countrymen and us, It hath in solemn synods been decreed, Both by the Syracusians and ourselves, To
admit no traffic to our adverse towns; Nay, more, If any born at Ephesus be seen At any Syracusian marts and fairs;Ñ Again, if any
Syracusian born Come to the bay of Ephesus, he dies, His goods confiscate to the Duke's dispose; Unless a thousand marks be
levied, To quit the penalty and to ransom him.Ñ Thy substance, valued at the highest rate, Cannot amount unto a hundred marks:
Therefore by law thou art condemn'd to die.
Shakespeare in Modern English
William Shakespeare's Macbeth Retold: A Novel
Midsummer Night's Dream Translated Into Modern English
Modern English Version Side-By-Side with Full Original Text
The Comedy of Errors

An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2018 Shakespeare’s dark and tragic play retold in a heart-pounding New York Times bestselling thriller from the author of The Snowman and The Thirst. Set in the 1970s in a rundown, rainy industrial town, Jo Nesbo's Macbeth centers around a police force struggling to shed an incessant drug problem. Duncan, chief of police, is idealistic and visionary, a dream to the townspeople but a nightmare for
criminals. The drug trade is ruled by two drug lords, one of whom—a master of manipulation named Hecate—has connections with the highest in power, and plans to use them to get his way. Hecate’s plot hinges on steadily,
insidiously manipulating Inspector Macbeth: the head of SWAT and a man already susceptible to violent and paranoid tendencies. What follows is an unputdownable story of love and guilt, political ambition, and greed for more,
exploring the darkest corners of human nature, and the aspirations of the criminal mind.
If you’ve always wanted to read Shakespeare, but are intimidated by the older language, then this is the perfect edition for you! Every single Shakespeare play is included in this massive anthology! Each play contains the original
language with modern language underneath!
The Tragedy of Macbeth
The Bible in Shakespeare
All's Well That Ends Well in Plain and Simple English (a Modern Translation and the Original Version)
The Most Accurate Line-By-line Translation Available, Alongside Original English, Stage Directions and Historical Notes
Modern English Version Side-by-side with Full Original Text

Named a Best Book of the Year by The Washington Post, Time, NPR, Amazon,Vice, Bustle, The New York Times, The Guardian, Kirkus
Reviews, Entertainment Weekly, The AV Club, & Audible A New York Times Bestseller “One of the most compelling protagonists modern
fiction has offered in years: a loopy, quietly furious pillhead whose Ambien ramblings and Xanaxed b*tcheries somehow wend their way
through sad and funny and strange toward something genuinely profound.” — Entertainment Weekly “Darkly hilarious . . . [Moshfegh’s]
the kind of provocateur who makes you laugh out loud while drawing blood.” —Vogue From one of our boldest, most celebrated new
literary voices, a novel about a young woman's efforts to duck the ills of the world by embarking on an extended hibernation with the
help of one of the worst psychiatrists in the annals of literature and the battery of medicines she prescribes. Our narrator should be
happy, shouldn't she? She's young, thin, pretty, a recent Columbia graduate, works an easy job at a hip art gallery, lives in an apartment
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on the Upper East Side of Manhattan paid for, like the rest of her needs, by her inheritance. But there is a dark and vacuous hole in her
heart, and it isn't just the loss of her parents, or the way her Wall Street boyfriend treats her, or her sadomasochistic relationship with
her best friend, Reva. It's the year 2000 in a city aglitter with wealth and possibility; what could be so terribly wrong? My Year of Rest
and Relaxation is a powerful answer to that question. Through the story of a year spent under the influence of a truly mad combination of
drugs designed to heal our heroine from her alienation from this world, Moshfegh shows us how reasonable, even necessary, alienation
can be. Both tender and blackly funny, merciless and compassionate, it is a showcase for the gifts of one of our major writers working at
the height of her powers.
Shakespeare in Modern English breaks the taboo about Shakespeare’s texts, which have long been regarded as sacred and untouchable
while being widely and freely translated into foreign languages. It is designed to make Shakespeare more easily understood in the
theatre without dumbing down or simplifying the content. Shakespeare’s ‘As You Like It’, ‘Coriolanus’ and ‘The Tempest’ are presented in
Macdonald’s book in modern English. They show that these great plays lose nothing by being acted or read in the language we all use
today. Shakespeare’s language is poetic, elaborately rich and memorable, but much of it is very difficult to comprehend in the theatre
when we have no notes to explain allusions, obsolete vocabulary and whimsical humour. Foreign translations of Shakespeare are
normally into their modern language. So why not ours too? The purpose in rendering Shakespeare into modern English is to enhance the
enjoyment and understanding of audiences in the theatre. The translations are not designed for children or dummies, but for those who
want to understand Shakespeare better, especially in the theatre. Shakespeare in Modern English will appeal to those who want to
understand the rich and poetical language of Shakespeare in a more comprehensible way. It is also a useful tool for older students
studying Shakespeare.
'And when I shall die, Take him and cut him out in little stars.' This collection of Shakespeare's soliloquies, including both old favourites
and lesser-known pieces, shows him at his dazzling best. One of 46 new books in the bestselling Little Black Classics series, to celebrate
the first ever Penguin Classic in 1946. Each book gives readers a taste of the Classics' huge range and diversity, with works from around
the world and across the centuries - including fables, decadence, heartbreak, tall tales, satire, ghosts, battles and elephants.
King Richard the Second in Plain and Simple English (a Modern Translation and the Original Version)
Macbeth
Henry IV. Part I.
The Taming of the Shrew
BookCaps Study Guide
When an essay is due and dreaded exams loom, this title offers students what they need to succeed. It provides chapter-by-chapter analysis,
explanations of key themes, motifs, and symbols, a review quiz and essay topics. It is suitable for late-night studying and paper writing.
Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version, with marginal notes and explanations and full
descriptions of each character.
Hamlet is arguably one of the greatest plays ever written; it has been staged countless times, adapted into movies, and inspired thousands of
artist--but let's face it..if you don't understand it, then you are not alone. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare, then
BookCaps can help you out. This book is a modern translation of Hamlet. The original text is also presented in the book, along with a
comparable version of both text. We all need refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or
someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month.
This book was last updated 2/18/12.
Following the Feminine in Shakespeare's Plays
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare In Plain and Simple English
Richard II (Annotated)
As You Like it

Now You Too Can Understand Shakespeare. Modern English side-by-side with original text includes study notes and stage directions. For the first time collected in one volume, Shakespeare's original play side-by-side
with an accurate line-by-line modern English translation, along with stage directions, study notes and historical facts to aid understanding. The original innuendos, political satire, puns and bawdy humour are retained,
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bringing the work to life for scholars, students, actors prepping for a performance, or lovers of the work to enjoy today without flicking back and forth for lengthy explanations. Additional study notes by former QI
researcher and translation verified by historical consultant to the BBC and major movie companies. As an eight year old boy, SJ Hills read the first part of a simplified version of Macbeth in a children's comic. He rushed
to the library to finish the story only to learn he couldn't understand the original work. So began a lifelong dream of making Shakespeare understandable for all, down the the smallest detail, enlisting the help of the world's
most renowned researchers from BBC TV series, QI, to aid him. Please note - this work may not be suitable for readers under 12 years old due to bawdy innuendo. See also Macbeth Translated, Romeo and Juliet
Translated and A Midsummer Night's Dream by SJ Hills.
From the greatest Shakespeare scholar of our time, comes a portrait of Macbeth, one of William Shakespeare’s most complex and compelling anti-heroes—the final volume in a series of five short books about the great
playwright’s most significant personalities: Falstaff, Cleopatra, Lear, Iago, Macbeth. From the ambitious and mad titular character to his devilish wife Lady Macbeth to the moral and noble Banquo to the mysterious
Three Witches, Macbeth is one of William Shakespeare’s more brilliantly populated plays and remains among the most widely read, performed in innovative productions set in a vast array of times and locations, from
Nazi Germany to Revolutionary Cuba. Macbeth is a distinguished warrior hero, who over the course of the play, transforms into a brutal, murderous villain and pays an extraordinary price for committing an evil act. A
man consumed with ambition and self-doubt, Macbeth is one of Shakespeare’s most vital meditations on the dangerous corners of the human imagination. Award-winning writer and beloved professor Harold Bloom
investigates Macbeth’s interiority and unthinkable actions with razor-sharp insight, agility, and compassion. He also explores his own personal relationship to the character: Just as we encounter one Anna Karenina or
Jay Gatsby when we are seventeen and another when we are forty, Bloom writes about his shifting understanding—over the course of his own lifetime—of this endlessly compelling figure, so that the book also becomes an
extraordinarily moving argument for literature as a path to and a measure of our humanity. Bloom is mesmerizing in the classroom, wrestling with the often tragic choices Shakespeare’s characters make. He delivers that
kind of exhilarating intimacy and clarity in Macbeth, the final book in an essential series.
Modern English version side-by-side with full original text.
Shakespeare and the Soliloquy in Early Modern English Drama
Henry V
The Third Witch
Shakespeare's Macbeth
Much Ado about Nothing
This is the first book to provide students and scholars with a truly comprehensive guide to the early modern soliloquy.
"This book is about allusions to the Bible in Shakespeare's plays. It argues that such allusions are frequent, deliberate, and significant, and that the study of these allusions is repaid by a deeper understanding of the
plays." - Introduction.
From one of the country’s foremost experts on Shakespeare and theatre arts, actor, director, and master teacher Tina Packer offers an exploration—fierce, funny, fearless—of the women of Shakespeare’s plays. A
profound, and profoundly illuminating, book that gives us the playwright’s changing understanding of the feminine and reveals some of his deepest insights. Packer, with expert grasp and perception, constructs a
radically different understanding of power, sexuality, and redemption. Beginning with the early comedies (The Taming of the Shrew, Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Comedy of Errors), Packer shows that
Shakespeare wrote the women of these plays as shrews to be tamed or as sweet little things with no definable independent thought, virgins on the pedestal. The women of the histories (the three parts of Henry VI;
Richard III) are, Packer shows, much more interesting, beginning with Joan of Arc, possibly the first woman character Shakespeare ever created. In her opening scene, she’s wonderfully alive—a virgin, true, sent
from heaven, a country girl going to lead men bravely into battle, the kind of girl Shakespeare could have known and loved in Stratford. Her independent resolution collapses within a few scenes, as Shakespeare
himself suddenly turns against her, and she yields to the common caricature of his culture and becomes Joan the Enemy, the Warrior Woman, the witch; a woman to be feared and destroyed . . . As Packer turns
her attention to the extraordinary Juliet, the author perceives a large shift. Suddenly Shakespeare’s women have depth of character, motivation, understanding of life more than equal to that of the men; once Juliet
has led the way, the plays are never the same again. As Shakespeare ceases to write about women as predictable caricatures and starts writing them from the inside, embodying their voices, his women become as
dimensional, spirited, spiritual, active, and sexual as any of his male characters. Juliet is just as passionately in love as Romeo—risking everything, initiating marriage, getting into bed, fighting courageously when
her parents threaten to disown her—and just as brave in facing death when she discovers Romeo is dead. And, wondering if Shakespeare himself fell in love (Packer considers with whom, and what she may have
been like), the author observes that from Juliet on, Shakespeare writes the women as if he were a woman, giving them desires, needs, ambition, insight. Women of Will follows Shakespeare’s development as a
human being, from youth to enlightened maturity, exploring the spiritual journey he undertook. Packer shows that Shakespeare’s imagination, mirrored and revealed in his female characters, develops and deepens
until finally the women, his creative knowledge, and a sense of a larger spiritual good come together in the late plays, making clear that when women and men are equal in status and sexual passion, they can—and
do—change the world. Part master class, part brilliant analysis—Women of Will is all inspiring discovery.
Side-By-Side Edition
A Novel
A Dagger of the Mind
Hamlet SparkNotes Literature Guide
Antony and Cleopatra

Rebecca Reisert's mesmerizing first novel re-imagines Macbeth, Shakespeare's classic tragedy of power and madness, through the eyes of a mysterious
young woman on a dangerous quest for vengeance. For the girl called Gilly, life in the wilds of Birnam Wood is little more than a desperate struggle for
survival. Seven long years have passed since she was first taken in and sheltered by Nettle and Mad Helga, the hut-dwelling wise-women whose
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inscrutable powers of alchemy and prophecy are feared and reviled throughout good King Duncan's kingdom. Living under the threat of deadly
persecution by witch-hunting villagers, the threesome ekes out a life by peddling potions and elixirs, scavenging for food, and robbing the bloodied
corpses of Scotland's battle-scarred hills for precious metals and weapons. But Gilly is haunted by recollections of a much brighter life. She clings to
fading memories of a time when she was contented and adored -- until tragedy swept all that happiness away and young Gilly's life was changed forever.
I have made my life an arrow, and His heart is my home. I have made my heart a blade, and His heart is my sheath....Obsessed with avenging her loss
and putting out the fire that still rages in her heart, Gilly has dedicated herself to destroying Macbeth, the boundlessly ambitious man who took away
her childhood, and his goading wife. Disguising herself as a poor servant boy, she insinuates herself into their lives and, as she bears horrified witness to
Macbeth's violent path to power, Gilly subtly begins to take a hand in the forces governing his fate. But as the culmination of her revenge draws near,
Gilly finds her own life at risk when she confronts the troubling legacy of a long-concealed heritage. The Third Witch is a brilliantly imagined, wonderfully
satisfying novel. In a riveting story of ruthlessness and revenge, debut author Rebecca Reisert demonstrates a profound understanding of the Bard's
timeless drama -- and of the real-life Macbeth upon whom Shakespeare's incarnation is modeled.
The works of William Shakespeare come alive in these stunning graphic novels adaptation using the original Shakespearean dialog. The world-class art,
betrayal, murder, and madness of Macbeth will capture the attention of reluctant readers. Supplement your traditional Shakespearean sources with the
graphic novel adaptation that will help readers imagine the action like never before. Graphic Planet is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO
Publishing Group. Grades 5-10.
It's a comedy! It's a tragedy! It's...confusing! Shakespeare doesn't have to be confusing and hard to read. Let BookCaps help with this modern retelling.
If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare, then BookCaps can help you out. This book is a modern translation of All's Well That Ends Well.
The original text is also presented in the book, along with a comparable version of both text. We all need refreshers every now and then. Whether you
are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing
company, and are adding titles every month.
Romeo and Juliet In Plain and Simple English
King Lear
A Comedy
A Shortened Version in Modern English
Macbeth: Side by Side
Romeo and Juliet is one of the greatest plays ever written--but let's face it..if you don't understand it, then you are not alone. If you have struggled in the past reading
Shakespeare, then we can help you out. Our books and apps have been used and trusted by millions of students worldwide. Plain and Simple English books, let you see
both the original and the modern text (modern text is underneath in italics)--so you can enjoy Shakespeare, but have help if you get stuck on a passage.
Shakespeare is widely regarded as the greatest ever writer in the English language. However, since his plays were written over four hundred years ago, the language
he uses can be difficult for the modern reader to decipher. That's why in this side by side edition of Macbeth, Shakespeare's wonderful play has been translated into
modern English and is presented next to Shakespeare's original text for easy reference, so that everyone can engage with this remarkable story and easily comprehend
its plot, character development and imagery. It is perfect for students who have been tasked with studying Macbeth, but is targeted to anyone who wants to read and
engage with this seminal work of literature.
King Richard the Second is a history play William Shakespeare believed to be written in approximately 1595. It is based on the life of King Richard II of England and is
the first part of a tetralogy, referred to scholars as the Henriad, followed three plays concerning Richard's successors: Henry IV, part 1, Henry IV, part 2, and Henry V. It
may not have been written as a stand-alone work.
Julius Caesar
The World Book Encyclopedia
Is This a Dagger Which I See Before Me?
Women of Will
Hamlet in Plain and Simple English (A Modern Translation and the Original Version)

Now You Too Can Understand Shakespeare. Modern English side-by-side with original text includes study notes and stage directions.
For the first time collected in one volume, Shakespeare's original play side-by-side with an accurate line-by-line modern English
translation, along with stage directions, study notes and historical facts to aid understanding. The original innuendos, political
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satire, puns and bawdy humour are retained, bringing the work to life for scholars, students, actors prepping for a performance,
or lovers of the work to enjoy today without flicking back and forth for lengthy explanations. Additional study notes by former QI
researcher and translation verified by historical consultant to the BBC and major movie companies. As an eight year old boy, SJ
Hills read the first part of a simplified version of Macbeth in a children's comic. He rushed to the library to finish the story
only to learn he couldn't understand the original work. So began a lifelong dream of making Shakespeare understandable for all,
down the the smallest detail, enlisting the help of the world's most renowned researchers from BBC TV series, QI, to aid him. See
also Romeo and Juliet Translated and Hamlet Translated by SJ Hills.
MacbethHamlet Translated Into Modern EnglishThe Most Accurate Line-by-line Translation, Alongside Original English, Stage
Directions, and Historical Notes.
This is the Classic Book
My Year of Rest and Relaxation
Macbeth Translated Into Modern English
A Modern Translation and the Original Version
Hamlet Translated Into Modern English
The Most Accurate Line-by-line Translation, Alongside Original English, Stage Directions, and Historical Notes.
Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version, discusses the author and the theater of his time, and provides quizzes and other study activities.
Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version.
Now You Too Can Understand Shakespeare. Modern English side-by-side with original text includes study notes and stage directions. For the first time collected in one volume,
Shakespeare's original play side-by-side with an accurate line-by-line modern English translation, along with stage directions, study notes and historical facts to aid understanding.
The original innuendos, political satire, puns and bawdy humour are retained, bringing the work to life for scholars, students, actors prepping for a performance, or lovers of the
work to enjoy today without flicking back and forth for lengthy explanations. Additional study notes by former QI researcher and translation verified by historical consultant to the
BBC and major movie companies. As an eight year old boy, SJ Hills read the first part of a simplified version of Macbeth in a children's comic. He rushed to the library to finish the
story only to learn he couldn't understand the original work. So began a lifelong dream of making Shakespeare understandable for all, down the the smallest detail, enlisting the
help of the world's most renowned researchers from BBC TV series, QI, to aid him. Please note - this work may not be suitable for readers under 12 years old due to bawdy
innuendo. See also Macbeth Translated, Hamlet Translated and Romeo and Juliet Translated by SJ Hills.
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